Home Learning Topic Challenges for Year 4
Term 3 Topic: Angry Earth

Verbal / Linguistic
– I enjoy reading, writing
and speaking

Logical / Mathematical
– I enjoy working with
numbers and science

Visual / Spatial
– I enjoy painting, drawing,
modelling and designing

Bodily / Kinaesthetic
– I enjoy doing sports or
hands on
activities

Make a poster explaining
how and why volcanos
erupt and present it to
the class.

Make up 3 word
problems
involving
multiplication
and
division for the class to
solve.

Create a cross section
diagram or model of a
volcano and explain to
the class how it works.

Create your own sports
game or routine that
would
improve
someone’s fitness.

Musical
– I enjoy making
and listening to music

Create your own song or
sound scape to represent
a volcanic eruption. You
can use downloaded
sound files if you like and
Write an earthquake
Draw or make a mosaic Chose an inspiring piece bring it on a data stick or
poem.
Play on Mathletics…How inspired by those found of music and create a email it to school.
many certificates can you in the ruins of Pompeii.
dance titled ‘Dreams and
Write a newspaper earn?
Goals.’
article about a natural
disaster.

Interpersonal
– I enjoy working with others

Work in a group to create
and perform a short drama
performance to the class on
the theme of dreams and
goals.
Work with a friend to create
a project inspired by an area
of learning from this term.

All children should complete at least one challenge over the term, but can do more than one challenge if they choose. Children will be awarded a dojo for each
challenge completed, share it with the class and go onto the superstar. Spellings will be sent home to be tested the following Friday. Every child is expected to read at
home daily and get at least three signatures in their reading record to show this. Please bring your book to school every day as we read in class as well.

